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President



Company



charity: water



Location



New York, New York



Reporting Relationship



Scott Harrison, CEO, and Board of Directors



Website



www.charitywater.org
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COMPANY OVERVIEW. charity: water is one of the fastest growing and most recognized social enterprises in the world. Founded in 2006 by visionary entrepreneur Scott Harrison, charity: water provides solutions for safe access to clean drinking water to a target market of one billion people in developing nations who live without it today. Through a unique business model and innovative fundraising strategies, charity: water has inspired more than 250,000 people around the world to donate over $38 million. The organization has grown rapidly, from $600,000 of revenue since its inception in 2006 to an expected $25 million in 2011. In less than five years, charity: water has touched almost two million people with access to clean and safe drinking water through 3,962 water projects in 19 countries. The organization’s vision is to bring clean water to 100 million people by 2020, at an estimated total fundraising need of at least $2 billion in funding (requiring 60%+ year-over-year growth). We expect continued growth to a planned $100+million by 2015 and $500+ million by 2020.



CHARITY: WATER’S MISSION: WHY WATER? Unsafe water and lack of sanitation lay at the root of many extreme poverty issues. Up to 80% of the world’s diseases are attributed to dirty water and a lack of toilets, and kill more people every year than all forms of violence, including war. Children are especially vulnerable, as their bodies aren’t strong enough to fight diarrhea, dysentery and other illnesses. 90% of the 42,000 deaths that occur every week from unsafe water and unhygienic living conditions are of children under five years old. Many of these diseases are preventable. The UN predicts that one tenth of diseases in the world can be prevented simply by improving water supply and sanitation. Simple and affordable solutions that bring clean water into communities can transform the health, education, and lifestyles of 2the men, women and children living there. Each $1 invested in water and sanitation returns an average of $12 to the local economy.



CHARITY: WATAER’S BUSINESS. charity: water is acknowledged as one of the top US emerging brands, and the definitive innovator in social media. The organization has generated waves of headlines in the global
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    …………………………………………….…………………………………………….………………………………....     media and thousands of online fundraising campaigns through its successful use of social media. Mr. Harrison and the organization have been profiled in Fast Company, Inc Magazine, and by Nick Kristof in the New York Times. President Obama also publicly recognized Mr. Harrison and charity: water.



The organization has built a unique and global business model that has never been attempted before. 100% of all public donations go directly to funding water projects around the globe. charity: water provides complete transparency and accountability to the public, by providing proof of every water project built. Donors are supplied photos and GPS coordinates of the water projects that their money is invested in. This “closing the loop” with donors is critical to the organization’s past and future success.



Private donors, corporate sponsors and foundations separately finance the headquarters staff and operating costs. A giving program to support these costs called “The Well” has been seeded with more than 75 founding members who are well-recognized leaders in their fields of technology, entertainment, fashion, sports and finance.



charity: water is the first and only non-profit to have over one million followers on Twitter. charity: water raises approximately 70% of its water donations online, where more than 100,000 people have used mycharitywater.org, a website where individuals can create personalized birthday fundraising campaigns and collect donations. Since the 2009 launch of this website, charity: water has raised nearly $8.5 million through personal fundraising campaigns, and website revenue is up more than 200% in 2011.



Celebrities and athletes are regular public online fundraisers for charity: water, such as Justin Bieber, Will Smith, Kristen Bell, Alyssa Milano and Adam Lambert. charity: water collects small donations as little as $5 from individuals primarily through the organization’s website, digital engagement efforts, strategic partnerships and events, as well as larger donations through direct outreach to corporations, foundations and other organizations.



A significant component of charity: water’s ability to scale rapidly is our “asset light” business model. Water projects are implemented around the world through a back-end network of local government and nonprofit partners currently in 19 countries. This reverse supply chain consists of highly vetted partners that are currently established non-governmental organizations within target countries. They specialize in water supply and have expertise in the construction and long-term deployment of different water point solutions (i.e.: shallow and deep wells, rainwater
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    …………………………………………….…………………………………………….………………………………....     harvesting systems, spring development systems, biosand and filtration systems, etc.).



Most partners have been in the water arena for years; they know the language and customs of the people; and they have mastered the terrain and logistical challenges of working there. In addition, these partners are experts on the in-depth water issues facing the communities, the approaches to hygiene and sanitation that work best, and what water development techniques are suitable for the specific region. To build future implementation capacity in the field, charity: water also funds newer startup organizations, and a various innovative pilot programs.



Finding and scaling local implementing partners to keep up with the scale of its fundraising success is one of the organization’s most complex and difficult challenges.



With nearly one billion people in the world without access to clean water, the organization is now poised to scale, as charity: water’s mission is far from complete.



KEY RESPONSIBILITIES. To support the organization’s growth objectives charity: water is creating a new role of President to partner with the Founder/CEO and Board of Directors to continue to leverage charity: water’s ability to deliver on its mission. charity: water’s new President, in collaboration with the Founder/CEO and Board of Directors, will be responsible for growing and evolving charity: water into a scalable, sustainable business raising and implementing approximately $100 million by 2015. The President will report to the Founder/ CEO, and they will work together in a partnership that reflects the skills of the candidate. This candidate will have strong experience in supply chain operations and project management across global markets and leading and managing a team, as well as a passion for the values and mission of the organization. Responsibilities include:



• Ensuring sustainability of charity: water's mission to provide clean water globally • Scaling charity: water’s water project deployment capacity by identifying and developing and scaling new drilling/service partners and establishing operating processes that enable exponential growth of the business • Ensuring quality control, efficiency and productivity of water programs funded by charity:
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    …………………………………………….…………………………………………….………………………………....     water • Overseeing financial controls and reporting for the organization • Creatively developing organizational architecture and infrastructure to support rapidly scaling business, including developing the requisite technology platform to support business operations and creating repeatable processes and systems to enhance efficiency • Hiring and integrating the right leaders to support continuing rapid growth and development for charity: water • Harnessing the power of a youthful, passionate team to create an accountable, high performing, streamlined entity • Instilling the values and ensuring that the cultural essence of charity: water remains consistent, regardless of the level and pace of growth



PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE / QuALIFICATIONS. The successful candidate will possess the following experience:



• Track record in building businesses and executing across all disciplines, from team development and finance to international supply chain and logistics • Can scale a growth business requiring sustainability, capital project management and project execution; project finance skills a plus • Experience sourcing international vendors, negotiating contracts, and managing international capital projects, ideally with a focus on developing markets • Experience with or an affinity for leading a values-based organization • Ideally has been in an operating role where developing infrastructure was a key requirement • Strategist who can extend and strengthen mission with adjacent products and services • A visionary, organized manager, respected for structuring and developing a talented and efficient organization



LEADERSHIP AND PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES. 6   • Balanced ego, centered, comfortable partnering with a visionary founder and being his
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    …………………………………………….…………………………………………….………………………………....     “second,” although is a “first” in leadership effectiveness and decision making • A “player/coach”; recognized for creating a culture of accountability and trust • High EQ & IQ; comfortable with complexity and navigates easily between logic and instinct • Emotional commitment to the charity: water mission; driven to enable charity: water to change the world • Communicates well at all levels; effective relationship builder both internally and externally • Energetic, flexible; elevated by youthful enthusiasm; harnesses entrepreneurial spirit productively • Driven, unspoiled, accustomed to achieving within a lean resourced environment



KORN / FERRY CONTACTS.



Melanie Kusin



Jane Stevenson



Vice Chairman



Vice Chairman



Direct: (212) 984-9399



Direct: (404) 222-4022



Mobile: (646) 267-5555



Mobile: (404) 226-9568



Email: [email protected]



Email: jane.steveson.kornferry.com



............................................................................................................................................ Andy Talkington



Aimee Meher-Homiji



Senior Client Partner



Client Partner



Direct: (713) 374-1380



Direct: (202) 955-4365



Mobile: (713) 471-5629



Mobile: (703) 868-9265



Email: [email protected]



Email: [email protected]



............................................................................................................................................ Jaimie Chew



Christina Marasigan



Senior Associate



Project Coordinator



Direct: (212) 973-5855



Direct: (212) 984-9326



Mobile: (646) 371-3109



Email: [email protected]



Email: [email protected]
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